Introduction {#sec1}
============

In the past decade, hybrid halide perovskite materials have received considerable attention due to their excellent optoelectronic properties. Starting as light absorbers in dye-sensitized solar cells, perovskite materials are now at the heart of their own class of photovoltaic (PV) devices: perovskite solar cells.^[@ref1],[@ref2]^ With a current world record efficiency of 25.2%, perovskite solar cells are in the same league as the best silicon-based devices.^[@ref3]^

While achieving excellent power conversion efficiencies (PCE), the application of perovskite solar cells is hampered mostly by two major issues: their instability under atmospheric conditions and their high lead content.^[@ref4],[@ref5]^ The former issue can be addressed by finding suitable encapsulation techniques or other ways of protecting the active perovskite layer in these devices.^[@ref6],[@ref7]^ However, both issues call for addressing the perovskite structure itself: can a perovskite material be developed that is stable, has good optoelectronic properties, and is free of toxic constituents?

To achieve these goals, many variations of the structure of the often-used methylammonium lead iodide (CH~3~NH~3~PbI~3~, MAPbI~3~) have been developed. The concern for stability has led to the addition of other ions, replacing the MA ion fully or partially with cesium, formamidinium (FA), or guanidinium (GUA) to name a few.^[@ref8]−[@ref13]^ Moreover, iodide can be replaced by bromide.^[@ref14],[@ref15]^ The high lead content can be mitigated by the replacement of lead with other divalent cations (e.g., tin) or by a 1:1 mixture of monovalent and trivalent cations (so-called double perovskites).^[@ref16]^ However, to date, these "lead-free" alternatives do not reach the same level of PCE as the lead-containing materials.^[@ref17]^

The production of these mixed-ion perovskites is most often carried out in either the solution state or the solid state.^[@ref18],[@ref19]^ In the solution-state method, the desired components are dissolved in a solvent, which is spin-coated or cooled to produce the perovskite material.^[@ref20]^ In the solid-state method, a selected mixture of solid components is ball-milled to produce the desired mixed-ion perovskite material.^[@ref21]^ The solid-state method has as an advantage that no additives (e.g., the solvent) are necessary, preventing impurities from building into the perovskite material.^[@ref22]^

Recently, it has been shown that dimethylammonium (DMA) can be incorporated into MAPbI~3~, MAPbBr~3~, and CsPbI~3~.^[@ref23]−[@ref27]^ Under both acidic and basic conditions, DMA can be produced by degradation of the dimethylformamide (DMF) solvent and has been identified as an "unknown" constituent of both MAPbI~3~ and CsPbI~3~ produced using basic or acidic precursor solutions.^[@ref23],[@ref25]^

Interestingly, the DMA ion has an ionic radius similar to that of formamidinium (FA) and forms similar perovskite-like materials.^[@ref28]−[@ref30]^ At room temperature, both FAPbI~3~ and DMAPbI~3~ are in a yellow phase that is unsuitable for solar cell applications. For FAPbI~3~, it is known that the addition of MA to the system stabilizes a cubic perovskite phase at room temperature, which for MAPbI~3~ is stable only above 54 °C and for FAPbI~3~ is stable only above 185 °C.^[@ref31]−[@ref33]^ This double perovskite material ((MA:FA)PbI~3~) has favorable properties and is currently used in most high-performance perovskite solar cells.^[@ref14],[@ref34]^ Apart from MA, either Cs or Cs and MA can be used for phase stabilization.^[@ref35]−[@ref37]^

From this, it follows that mixed systems of MA and DMA are of interest. Given the similarity between FA and DMA, MA~1--*x*~DMA~*x*~PbI~3~ is expected to occur in compositions (*x*) which are in the cubic perovskite phase at room temperature. The structural and optical properties of these material are the topics of this article. We used multinuclear solid-state NMR and powder X-ray diffraction for the study of the structure of the MA~1--*x*~DMA~*x*~PbI~3~ system for the full mixing range 0 ≤ *x* ≤ 1. Moreover, the effect of temperature on the structure of these materials was investigated. The optical properties were investigated using reflectance measurements.

Experimental Section {#sec2}
====================

Chemicals {#sec2.1}
---------

Lead iodide (PbI~2~) was produced by mixing aqueous solutions of potassium iodide (KI, Merck, 99.5%) and lead acetate (Pb(CH~3~COO)~2~·3H~2~O, Merck) and was filtered, washed with H~2~O, and dried under vacuum at 50 °C. Methylammonium iodide (CH~3~NH~3~I, MAI) was synthesized by mixing equimolar amounts of hydrogen iodide (Acros, 57 wt % in H~2~O) with methylamine (Aldrich, 33 wt % in ethanol), evaporating the solvent at 40 °C, and washing with acetone. Dimethylammonium iodide (DMAI) was made in the same way as MAI but using dimethylamine (Merck, 40 wt % in H~2~O). Solvent γ-butyrolactone (GBL) was purchased from Merck (99.0%).

Synthesis {#sec2.2}
---------

The synthesis of MA~1--*x*~DMA~*x*~PbI~3~ was performed using two methods: via inverse temperature crystallization as described by Saidaminov et al.^[@ref38]^ and via crystallization from concentrated hydroiodic acid as described by Poglitsch and Weber.^[@ref20]^ In both cases, the added amount of methylammonium iodide (CH~3~NH~3~I, MAI) was partially replaced by dimethylammonium iodide ((CH~3~)~2~NH~2~I, DMAI).

For the inverse temperature crystallization, 1.875 mmol (0.864 g) of PbI~2~ and 1.875 mmol of MAI were dissolved in 1.5 mL of γ-butyrolacton (GBL) and heated to 60 °C in an oil bath. After the solution was filtered through a PTFE filter, it was heated to 110 °C. After several hours, the resulting crystals were collected from the solution, washed with acetone, and stored under nitrogen. For the syntheses involving DMA, part of the MAI was replaced with the same molar amount of DMAI. MA/DMA ratios, *r*, of 100:0, 95:5, 90:10, 85:15, and 80:20 were used. For cases with DMA content higher than 80:20, the PbI~2~ powder no longer dissolve at 60 °C.

For the synthesis from hydroiodic acid, 1 mmol of lead acetate and 2.5 mmol of MAI/DMAI were dissolved in 2.6 mL of hydroiodic acid and heated to 90 °C in an oil bath. The temperature was slowly lowered to 50 °C over the course of several hours. The resulting crystals were collected from the solution, washed with acetone, and stored under nitrogen. Solutions with MA/DMA ratios of 75:25, 65:35, 55:45, and 0:100 were used.

Solid-State NMR {#sec2.3}
---------------

ssNMR spectra were recorded on a Varian VNMRS system operating in a magnetic field of 20.0 T using a Varian 1.6 mm T3 HXY FastMas probe. Magic-angle spinning (MAS) was performed using boil-off nitrogen. The chemical shift was referenced using adamantane (1.85 ppm) for ^1^H, adamantane (low-field line, 38.48 ppm) for ^13^C, lead nitrate (−3494 ppm) for ^207^Pb, and ammonium chloride (0 ppm) for ^14^N, all in the solid state. The spectra were processed using the ssNake software package.^[@ref39]^

The quantitative ^13^C spectra were recorded using a single pulse sequence, with a 90° pulse. A recovery delay of 100 s was used. The *T*~1~ values of all of the components were such that this delay can be considered to be quantitative, with the *T*~1~ of MAPbI~3~ at 9 s and that of DMAPbI~3~ at 6.8 s (and that of DMA in MAPbI~3~ at 8 s). These *T*~1~ values were established using a saturation recovery experiment. (See the [SI](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.inorgchem.9b03380/suppl_file/ic9b03380_si_001.pdf).)

^1^H spectra were recorded in an identical way, also using a 100 s delay, with *T*~1~ values of ∼16 s for MAPbI~3~ and 9.7 s for DMAPbI~3~. (See the [SI](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.inorgchem.9b03380/suppl_file/ic9b03380_si_001.pdf).)

The static ^207^Pb spectra were recorded using a Hahn echo sequence with an interpulse delay of 10 μs and a recovery delay of 5 s (*T*~1~ values are 1.3 s for the 95:5 sample and 1.6 s for DMAPbI~3~; see the [SI](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.inorgchem.9b03380/suppl_file/ic9b03380_si_001.pdf)). Due to *T*~2~ effects during the sequence, these spectra cannot be considered to be quantitative.

Static ^14^N spectra were recorded using a solid echo sequence (90--90) with a 150 μs interpulse delay. The recovery time was 4 s (with *T*~1~ values of around 100 ms; see below). Whenever appropriate, multiple spectra recorded with a different spectrometer offset were coadded to achieve a uniform sensitivity across the sometimes broad powder patterns.^[@ref40]^

Powder XRD {#sec2.4}
----------

For powder diffraction analysis, crystals were sealed inside a 0.5 mm glass capillary in a glovebox, eliminating air exposure. All diffractograms were recorded using a Panalytical Empyrean diffractometer equipped with a Cu Kα fine-focus sealed tube and a PIXcel3D detector. Data were recorded in capillary mode using Cu Kα~1,2~ radiation.

Powder XRD simulations were performed using VESTA.^[@ref41]^ The used CIF structure files were obtained from ICSD and CSD servers, with ICSD no. 239884^[@ref42]^ for DMAPbI~3~, CSD no. 1509011^[@ref43]^ for cubic MAPbI~3~, and ICSD no. 241477^[@ref44]^ for tetragonal MAPbI~3~.

Optical Measurements {#sec2.5}
--------------------

The reflectance measurements were performed using a FilMetrics spectrophotometer. The back-reflection (on-axis) of the powder samples was recorded.

Density Functional Theory {#sec2.6}
-------------------------

Electronic structure and electric field gradient^[@ref45]^ (EFG) calculations were carried out with the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP)^[@ref46]−[@ref49]^ using the projector-augmented wave (PAW) method^[@ref50],[@ref51]^ with Becke--Perdew--Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange-correlation functionals^[@ref52]^ and a kinetic energy cutoff of 400 eV. A 2 × 2 × 2 Monkhorst--Pack *k*-point mesh^[@ref53]^ was used. The nonlocal potential was evaluated in real space.^[@ref54]^ Standard PAW data sets as supplied with the VASP package and recommended in the manual were used^[@ref55]^ (i.e., only the outer-shell s and p electrons were treated as valence), except for Cs and Pb that had frozen \[Kr\]4d^10^ and \[Xe\] cores, respectively. Relativistic spin--orbit effects and van der Waals bonding were not accounted for. The ^14^N quadrupole moment was *Q* = 20.44 × 10^--31^ m^2^.^[@ref56]^

We used a 2 × 2 × 2 supercell containing one DMA^+^ or MA^+^ ion and seven Cs^+^ ions, in a manner equivalent to that in our previous work.^[@ref57]^ In this case, a cubic lattice was used, with a lattice constant of 12.63 Å that was established for the 85:15 sample using XRD (vide infra). For this study, we relaxed only the DMA^+^/MA^+^ coordinates and the coordinates of the iodide ions.

Results {#sec3}
=======

Using the two synthesis methods, materials were produced with different MA/DMA ratios in solution. For the inverse crystallization method (method 1), powders were synthesized from solutions with MA/DMA ratios, *r*, of 100:0, 95:5, 90:10, 85:15, and 80:20. Using method 2 (crystallization from HI), *r* values of 75:25, 65:35, 55:45, and 0:100 were used. The resulting materials were crushed to fine powders and analyzed using solid-state NMR, powder XRD, and optical reflection. The 100:0 sample was identified as MAPbI~3~, and the 0:100 sample was identified as DMAPbI~3~. MAPbI~3~ consists of corner-sharing PbI~6~ octahedra, with the MA cation occupying the cavities between these moieties. At room temperature, the material has a tetragonal crystal structure. DMAPbI~3~ consists of face-sharing PbI~6~ octahedra, forming columns along the *c* axis. In between these columns reside the DMA cations. The material has a hexagonal crystal structure at room temperature.^[@ref42]^ An illustration of both crystal structures can be found in the [SI](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.inorgchem.9b03380/suppl_file/ic9b03380_si_001.pdf).

First, we examine the ^1^H ssNMR spectra of the series of samples in order to investigate and quantify the MA and DMA contents of the produced materials. For MAPbI~3~ (i.e., for *x* = 0 in MA~1--*x*~DMA~*x*~PbI~3~), the ^1^H spectrum in [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows two well-separated resonances: one for the CH~3~ group (3.4 ppm) and one for the NH~3~ group (6.4 ppm).^[@ref58]^ Any DMA ions, if present, lead to two additional resonances at roughly the same position, as was demonstrated in our previous work.^[@ref23]^ These resonances, however, will have a different integral ratio: there are now two CH~3~ groups and an NH~2~ group, resulting in a 6:2 intensity ratio as opposed to the 3:3 ratio for the MA ions.

![^1^H MAS NMR spectra of MA~1--*x*~DMA~*x*~PbI~3~ at 850 MHz using 20--30 kHz MAS. The values on the left are MA/DMA ratios, *r*, of the solutions used during synthesis. The values on the right represent the NH/CH integral ratio. Dashed lines are visual aides and are at the position of the NH~3~ and CH~3~ resonances of MAPbI~3~.](ic9b03380_0001){#fig1}

Examining the ^1^H spectra in [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} in cases where DMA was added to the precursor solution, there are some changes with respect to the spectrum of pure MAPbI~3~ (i.e., the 100:0 case). First, gradually the relative integral of the CH~3~ resonance increases when compared to the NH~2,3~ resonance (see the numbers on the right-hand side in [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Second, changes in peak shape and position occur. At an *r* value of 75:25, the CH~3~ resonance consists of two overlapping line shapes. At 65:35 and with more DMA content, the NH~2,3~ protons resonate at a slightly higher chemical shift. These results suggest that there is an incorporation of DMA in the solid-state material if DMA is added to the precursor solution, in line with earlier observations.^[@ref23]^ High DMA concentrations also lead to a higher NH/CH integral ratio, suggesting that indeed more DMA is incorporated in these cases. The abrupt shift of the NH line for the 65:35 sample and higher DMA contents suggests that a significant structural change occurs at these DMA concentrations.

Quantification of the relative amount of MA and DMA incorporated into these structures is more accurately done using ^13^C NMR because the wide chemical shift range allows for a better separation of the MA and DMA signals. Both MA and DMA give only a single resonance in the ^13^C NMR spectrum because the two methyl groups of DMA are identical. The MA signal resonates at ∼30 ppm, and the DMA signal resonates at ∼44 ppm.^[@ref23],[@ref58]^ The ^13^C spectra for the samples are plotted in [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. It is clear that the addition of DMA during the synthesis leads to an extra resonance at ∼43.5 ppm. The intensity of this DMA resonance increases with increasing DMA content of the solution, indicating that more DMA is incorporated into the MAPbI~3~ structure at these higher DMA contents in the solution. At an *r* value of 75:25, a change occurs and four resonances are observed. This is due to the cocrystallization of two separate phases: one is black (like MAPbI~3~), and the other is yellow (like DMAPbI~3~). The occurrence of four resonances must be due to the fact that these materials have both MA and DMA incorporated into their structures. This gives MA and DMA ^13^C resonances for the black, MAPbI~3~-like material (∼31.5 and ∼44 ppm) as well as (slightly shifted) MA and DMA resonances for the yellow DMAPbI~3~-like material (∼30.5 and ∼42 ppm). The ^13^C NMR shifts for these cases are different enough to be identified in the ^13^C NMR spectra. For DMA contents higher than 35% (65:35), only the yellow, DMAPbI~3~-like phase is produced, and two resonances are again observed. The change in structure for DMA contents of 35% (65:35) and higher also explains the ^1^H spectra as described above.

![^13^C SPE MAS NMR spectra of MA~1--*x*~DMA~*x*~PbI~3~ at 850 MHz using 20--30 kHz MAS and 80 kHz ^1^H decoupling. The values on the left are MA/DMA ratios of the solutions as used during synthesis. Dashed lines are visual aides and are at the position of the resonance of MAPbI~3~ (∼31 ppm) and DMAPbI~3~ (∼42 ppm).](ic9b03380_0002){#fig2}

The pairs of resonances observed in [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} cannot be due to MA or DMA ions in other environments because none of the other likely MA- and DMA-containing materials show ^13^C resonances at these positions.^[@ref23]^ The materials analyzed here are therefore MAPbI~3~ with DMA ions incorporated into the lattice and DMAPbI~3~ with MA ions incorporated into the lattice, which have not been described before. As the spectra in [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} were recorded in a quantitative way, using SPE with an adequately long relaxation delay, the actual MA and DMA contents of all of these materials can now be established from the relative integrated intensities of the lines. Moreover, the basic crystal structure can be derived from these spectra: either MAPbI~3~ with DMA incorporation or DMAPbI~3~ with MA incorporation. The results of this analysis are summarized in [Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}. These data show that the MAPbI~3~ structure is retained for values of *x* \< 0.207, while the DMAPbI~3~ structure is obtained for *x* \> 0.723. This demonstrates the flexibility of these structures for changes in the content of different organic cations. It seems that structures with 0.207 \< *x* \< 0.723 cannot be formed, suggesting that the MAPbI~3~ lattice cannot accommodate such a high concentration of DMA ions and equivalently the DMAPbI~3~ lattice cannot accommodate a high concentrations of MA.

###### MA/DMA Ratio of the Precursor Solution (*r*) and the Composition (*x*) of Resulting Solid-State Material MA~1--*x*~DMA~*x*~PbI~3~ for Both the Inverse Crystallization (Method 1) and Crystallization from HI (Method 2)[a](#tbl1-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}

   method  *r* \[MA/DMA\]   *x*                           lattice
  -------- ---------------- ----------------------------- -----------
     1     95:5             0.067 ± 0.003                 MAPbI~3~
     1     90:10            0.153 ± 0.004                 MAPbI~3~
     1     85:15            0.207 ± 0.005                 MAPbI~3~
     1     80:20            0.207 ± 0.004                 MAPbI~3~
     2     75:25            0.199 ± 0.008/0.723 ± 0.004   mixed
     2     65:35            0.896 ± 0.003                 DMAPbI~3~
     2     55:45            0.940 ± 0.002                 DMAPbI~3~

Also shown is the main lattice structure of the material.

A remarkable effect that follows from the analysis ([Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}) is that the DMA/MA ratio of the produced solid-state materials (i.e., the *x* value) is always higher than in the precursor solution. This difference in solution and solid-state content has been observed before, in MAPb(Cl/Br/I)~3~ and (Cs/FA/MA)PbI~3~.^[@ref59],[@ref60]^ The discrepancy in DMA content between the solid and the solution is possible because the yield of the crystallization process is quite low (∼10%), meaning that a higher incorporation in the solid state does not deplete the solution of DMA and *r* can be assumed to be constant during the crystallization process. The higher incorporation of DMA in the solid state suggests that this incorporation is energetically favorable. As the stability of MAPbI~3~ versus MAI and PbI~2~ has been debated, the tendency to form these MA- and DMA-containing perovskite materials can be regarded as an indication of the increased stability of these materials in terms of decomposition to MAI/DMAI and PbI~2~.^[@ref61],[@ref62]^ This is in line with the results of Nagabhushana et al., who suggest that an increase in the Goldschmidt tolerance factor (in this case, an increase in the size of the organic cation by the partial substitution of MA by DMA) leads to a more stable perovskite structure.^[@ref63]^ A similar effect is observed for the perovskite material where MA and formamidinium (FA) are mixed.^[@ref64]^

The energy landscape of mixed A-cation perovskites is governed by entropic effects, as has been described by Yi et al.^[@ref32]^ They discuss a system with a mixture of cesium and formamidinium (i.e., Cs~*x*~FA~1--*x*~PbI~3~). For this material, *x* ≈ 0.5 is demonstrated to be the lowest-energy form because the entropic effects are maximized at this value. Changes in internal energy (enthalpy) are demonstrated to play only a minor role in the perovskite structure in this case. In our case, the entropic contribution can be considered to follow a similar path and should have *x* ≈ 0.5 as an optimum. However, our observations show that MA~0.5~DMA~0.5~PbI~3~ is not formed. Clearly, the entropic advantages of such a system are not enough to overcome the changes in internal energy that must occur. Instead, a material with *x* \> 0.723 is formed when the DMA/MA ratio of the precursor solution is increased to above 75:25. This material has a nonperovskite crystal structure and is similar to that of DMAPbI~3~. Clearly, the perovskite lattice must undergo considerable energetically unfavorable changes to accommodate increasing amounts of the large DMA cation. Forming an *x* \> 0.723 material with a different crystal structure is more favorable if the DMA content exceeds a certain threshold.

Apart from the relative MA and DMA contents of the MAPbI~3~ and DMAPbI~3~ lattices, the distribution of these ions over the lattice sites is relevant for a proper description of the structure of the material. MA and DMA can be distributed randomly over the material (i.e., as a solid solution) or might cluster in MA- or DMA-enriched regions. In the case of clustering or specific ordering, different regions might possess different properties, which can have a strong influence on the overall material properties. Moreover, it is conceivable that the way MA and DMA are distributed in the material is influenced by the value of *x*.

One way to study the distribution of the MA and DMA ions throughout the structure is to examine the ^207^Pb NMR spectra as a function of composition. The lead site in MAPbI~3~ is surrounded by eight MA ions in the second coordination shell. Each of these MA ions can be replaced by a DMA ion. This leads to several different possible surroundings of the lead ion, which can be described as \[Pb(MA)~8--*n*~(DMA)~*n*~\] (ignoring isomers). Each of these environments will have a different effect on the electronic environment of the Pb nucleus and will lead to a resonance at a different chemical shift in the ^207^Pb spectrum. Using the observed signal integrals of the different resonances in the ^207^Pb spectrum, the relative occurrence of each of these environments can be established. If these occurrences do not follow a binomial distribution, which can be calculated on the basis of the overall MA and DMA contents as determined using the ^13^C spectra, then the distribution is not random and the clustering of ions or phase segregation must be occurring. This method has been applied successfully for perovskite systems containing mixtures of Cl and Br, showing that these ions are randomly distributed over the material.^[@ref65]^

The ^207^Pb spectra of the mixed MA/DMA systems are shown in [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. This figure shows that ^207^Pb NMR can clearly distinguish MAPbI~3~ and DMAPbI~3~, displaying resonances at either ∼1400 or ∼1000 ppm.^[@ref23]^ For the mixed MA/DMA cases, we observe a single broad line, which cannot be unambiguously deconvoluted into resonance lines of a series of well-defined environments. Clearly, the line width of the resonances is too large to observe the chemical shift differences among the different \[Pb(MA)~8--*n*~(DMA)~*n*~\] sites. However, we do observe changes upon DMA incorporation: the observed signal has more intensity at high ppm values (compare the 0:100 and 80:20 spectra). This indicates that the DMA-rich environments have a higher chemical shift than the MA-rich environments. Due to the severe overlap of these resonances, no conclusion can be drawn with respect to their relative occurrence, making it impossible to distinguish between clustering and solid solution behavior based on these data.

![Static ^207^Pb echo NMR spectra of MA~1--*x*~DMA~*x*~PbI~3~ at 850 MHz. The values on the left are MA/DMA ratios of the solutions as used during synthesis.](ic9b03380_0003){#fig3}

A similar conclusion can be drawn for the samples of DMAPbI~3~ with MA incorporation (i.e., 75:25 and higher DMA content): the addition of MA leads to a broadening of the resonance toward higher ppm values, but no distinct sites can be identified.

As demonstrated above, ^207^Pb NMR cannot, in this case, provide information on the distribution of the MA and DMA ions throughout the lattice. We therefore turn to ^14^N NMR to obtain this information. The ^14^N nucleus has a spin quantum number of 1, making it a quadrupolar nucleus. The NMR spectra of these nuclei are influenced by electric field gradients at the nuclear site. Due to this effect, ^14^N spectra are very sensitive to the environment of the nitrogen nucleus. Each unique nitrogen site in a material will therefore lead to a different quadrupolar coupling and can be observed in a ^14^N NMR spectrum as a well-defined powder pattern. Using ^14^N NMR, we should therefore be able to identify whether there are several distinct environments or a whole distribution of local coordinations, giving some indication of the distribution of MA and DMA throughout the lattice.

[Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows the static ^14^N spectra of the five MA~1--*x*~DMA~*x*~PbI~3~ materials with *x* \< 0.21. For the 100:0 case at room temperature, we observe a quadrupolar powder pattern typical of a site with an asymmetry parameter η of 0, which is expected for the symmetry of the MA site in the tetragonal phase.^[@ref57],[@ref66]^ The width of this powder pattern is much less than is to be expected for a stationary MA moiety because significant motional averaging takes place.^[@ref57]^ When raising the temperature, the pattern narrows, merging in a single narrow line at the tetragonal-phase to cubic-phase transition.^[@ref57]^ That the essentially asymmetric MA moiety can have such a high apparent symmetry is due to the fast reorientation of its C−N axis over a large number of isotropic orientations within the cavity, leading to overall time-averaged cubic symmetry.^[@ref31]^ This is shown in [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} for the 100:0 sample at 85 °C. (For ^14^N spectra of MAPbI~3~ at intermediate temperatures, we refer to ref ([@ref67]).)

![Static ^14^N echo NMR spectra of MA~1--*x*~DMA~*x*~PbI~3~ at 850 MHz using 30 kHz ^1^H decoupling. The values on the left are MA/DMA ratios of the solutions as used during synthesis. Also shown is the spectrum for MAPbI~3~ in the cubic phase (at 85 °C).](ic9b03380_0004){#fig4}

For the samples with DMA incorporation (i.e., 95:5, 90:10, 85:15, and 80:20), we observe a single peak without any distinct features. The width of this resonance increases with increasing DMA content. Due to the lack of observable features, it is clear that we cannot describe this system using a single set of quadrupolar parameters (*C*~Q~ and η) or even two sets for MA and DMA. The observed continuous line shape can be explained only by assuming a wide range of different *C*~Q~ and η values, with no preferential values with a higher occurrence than the rest. This means that there must be a continuous variation in the local environment of the observed ^14^N nuclei. These observations indicate that the MA and DMA ions must be distributed randomly throughout the lattice, with no observable clustering. The material is therefore a solid solution of MA and DMA within the inorganic Pb--I framework.

A remarkable effect that can be seen in [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} is that the resonance observed for the 95:5 sample is narrower than that of the 100:0 sample at room temperature. The width of this resonance is an indication of the size of the (average) quadrupolar interaction of the ^14^N spins, which is strongly influenced by the symmetry of the MA site in the lattice and the MA dynamics, as is described above. The reduced width of the ^14^N resonance for the 95:5 sample compared to the line width of the 100:0 sample is therefore attributed to an increase in the symmetry of the sites occupied by the organic cations in the 95:5 sample compared to the symmetry of the cation cages in pure MAPbI~3~ (100:0 sample). Apparently, the addition of DMA ions leads to an increase of the symmetry of the inorganic lattice. Possibly, the insertion of small amounts of the larger DMA ions relieves some strain in the material, allowing the MA ions to move more freely. The exact background of this effect needs further investigation, however.

When more DMA is incorporated into the MAPbI~3~ structure, the width of the ^14^N resonance increases, suggesting that the effective symmetry of the cation sites is lowered upon further addition of DMA. This may simply be due to the fact that increased amounts of DMA in the structure lead to a larger variation in the local environment of the cations because neigboring cation cages will be populated with either MA or DMA cations. Alternatively, incorporating larger amounts of DMA may lead to more strain in the material (up to the point that a stable structure can no longer be formed at *x* \> 0.2). We note that ^13^C NMR shows a small shift of the MA resonance upon DMA incorporation (see the ^13^C spectra of the 100:0 and 95:5 samples in [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), which we attribute to a change of the lattice structure. Baikie et al. showed an equivalent shift to a higher ppm value going from the tetragonal to the cubic phase of MAPbI~3~.^[@ref58]^

In order to study the symmetry of the MA~1--*x*~DMA~*x*~PbI~3~ structures in more detail, we turn to powder X-ray diffraction. [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} shows the low-angle region of the diffractograms of both the MAPbI~3~- and DMAPbI~3~-based materials. From this, it is clear that there is a large change in the structure between 80:20 and 75:25, in line with the transition to a DMAPbI~3~-based lattice, as was already derived from the ^13^C and ^207^Pb NMR data. The 75:25 sample shows diffraction peaks belonging to both phases. No changes are observed between 75:25 (yellow phase) and 0:100, indicating that the MA incorporation which takes place in the 75:25, 65:35, and 55:45 samples does not lead to an observable difference in the long-range lattice order. This demonstrates that the electronic structure remains largely unchanged when replacing a small number of DMA ions with (smaller) MA ions.

![Powder XRD data of the MA~1--*x*~DMA~*x*~PbI~3~ materials. The values on the left are MA/DMA ratios of the solutions used during synthesis.](ic9b03380_0005){#fig5}

More interesting effects are observed when going from pure MAPbI~3~ (i.e., the 100:0 sample) to a structure with DMA incorporated (i.e., 95:5, 90:10, 85:15, and 80:20). MAPbI~3~ at room temperature is in a tetragonal phase, meaning that the crystallographic *a* and *b* axes are equal in length but the *c* axis is different.^[@ref31]^ This causes the diffraction peak at ∼14° to be split in two. As the *a*/*b* and the *c* axes are almost equal in length, these two lines are at nearly the same angle and partially overlap. When DMA is incorporated into the structure, these two lines merge and shift to a lower angle. This means that when DMA is incorporated into the lattice the *a*, *b*, and *c* axes become equal in length: the material adopts a cubic long-range order. This is in line with the ^14^N NMR results discussed in the [Solid-State NMR](#sec2.3){ref-type="other"} section: adding DMA to the MAPbI~3~ structure increases the symmetry of the lattice. The shift to a lower angle is due to a slight increase in the unit cell dimensions, which also occurs for MAPbI~3~ upon heating.^[@ref31]^ Between 95:5 and 80:20, no observable shift of the diffraction peak occurs, indicating that the unit cell dimensions do not change upon changing the amount of DMA in the cubic structure.

In a sense, the structure of the 95:5, 90:10, 85:15, and 80:20 samples can never be perfectly cubic: the positional disorder of the MA and DMA ions inhibits the description of the system using regular crystallographic means because there is no translation symmetry. Moreover, the ^14^N NMR results state that the nitrogen environments have nonzero time-averaged quadrupolar coupling, opposing the claim of XRD concerning a cubic lattice. A way to understand these conflicting perceptions is to realize that XRD is mostly influenced by the long-range order in the Pb--I lattice (these contain the majority of the electrons that cause the diffraction). Clearly, the long-range order of the inorganic lattice points to a cubic structure, whereas the local environment of the organic moieties, as probed by NMR, does not indicate perfectly cubic local structure despite the fact that they rapidly reorientate in their cages. Despite the long-range order, we would still expect that the local disorder increases the line widths of the diffraction peaks as observed in the XRD experiments, but this is not clearly observed. However, without additional information on the source of the line widths (instrumental or otherwise), no conclusions can be drawn from the absence of such broadening of the diffraction peaks.

The cubic structure of the DMA-containing MAPbI~3~-based materials at room temperature, as determined by XRD, suggests that the phase-transition temperature, which occurs at 55 °C for MAPbI~3~, is lowered due to the addition of DMA. To study this in more detail, we performed a variable-temperature ^14^N NMR study for the samples with *r* values of 100:0 to 80:20. We take the full width at half-maximum (fwhm) of the ^14^N resonance as a rough measure of the average symmetry of the nitrogen environment (i.e., their cages in the lattice). [Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} shows the results obtained in this way. For the 100:0 material, the width of the pattern is very narrow above 55 °C (i.e., in the cubic phase). When lowering the temperature, the material transforms to a tetragonal phase, and the width of the ^14^N NMR resonance increases as the unit cell asymmetry increases.^[@ref31],[@ref57],[@ref68],[@ref69]^ For the 95:5 sample, the line width is roughly constant between +45 and +10 °C. Below this, a clear increase in line width is observed, which levels off at −40 °C. For the 90:10 sample, a more dramatic increase in the line width upon cooling is observed, and the same is true for the 80:20 sample. All curves of the DMA-containing samples display a sigmoidal shape with a constant fwhm at high temperature and a distinct increase in line width with decreasing *T*, indicative of a phase transition or a change in mobility. The constant fwhm at elevated temperature shows that the (averaged) local symmetry of the material no longer changes as a function of temperature and indicates that the materials can be considered to be cubic in this temperature range. The residual ^14^N line width that is observed for the DMA-containing materials is caused by the positional disorder of the cations in the lattice: the random occupancy of the cavities in the structure by DMA or MA leads to a variation in the local environment resulting in a nonzero quadrupolar interaction for most of the MA and DMA ions. Upon cooling, the structure of the DMA-containing materials transforms to a lower symmetry, with the quadrupolar coupling steadily increasing until a new plateau is reached. When examining the curves for the 95:5 and 90:10 samples, it is clear that the increase in the fwhm starts at a lower temperature than for the 100:0 sample, showing that the 95:5 and 90:10 samples have a lower phase-transition temperature (∼10 °C) than the pure MAPbI~3~ (100:0 sample). This suggests that the cubic phase in these materials is indeed stabilized due to the addition of the larger DMA cation. Qualitatively, this can be explained as follows: the addition of the larger DMA cation affects the cavities and therefore "pushes" the material to a higher-temperature structure. This is equivalent to increasing the Goldschmidt tolerance factor of the material.^[@ref70]^

![Full width at half-maximum (fwhm) of the static ^14^N NMR spectra of several MA~1--*x*~DMA~*x*~PbI~3~ powders as a function of temperature. For the spectra, see the [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.inorgchem.9b03380/suppl_file/ic9b03380_si_001.pdf).](ic9b03380_0006){#fig6}

For the 80:20 material, the phase-transition temperature is higher than for the 95:5 and 90:10 samples. Possibly, the DMA content in this sample is so high that at lower temperatures, with lower cation reorientation dynamics, a high-symmetry structure is destabilized. This suggests that there is a minimum in the phase-transition temperature for a specific DMA content *x* between 0 and 0.207. Across the full range of temperatures sampled in [Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, the fwhm of the 80:20 sample is above that of the 100:0 sample. Nevertheless, XRD attributes a higher symmetry to the 80:20 sample, indicating that even at this high DMA content the inorganic sublattice is cubic at room temperature and above.

Reorientations of the organic cation play an important role in perovskite structures and are essential to the description of the observed symmetry of the different crystal phases. The reorientation process has been suggested to be important for the lifetime of charge carriers, electronic band structure, dielectric function, and absorption spectra of the material.^[@ref71]−[@ref73]^ In MAPbI~3~, the reorientation speed of the MA cation has been established at ∼3 ps.^[@ref74]^

In order to quantify the reorientation speed of the MA and DMA cations in our structures, we acquired ^14^N T~1~ spin--lattice relaxation curves for both ions in the 80:20 sample under magic angle spinning conditions. This resulted in *T*~1~ values of 121 ms for MA and 36 ms for DMA. (See the [SI](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.inorgchem.9b03380/suppl_file/ic9b03380_si_001.pdf) for the fits.) If we assume that the *T*~1~ relaxation is dominated by quadrupolar relaxation, we can establish the correlation time of the reorientation motion based on the observed *T*~1~ and the static quadrupolar coupling constant *C*~Q~. Assuming reorientations in an isotropic potential, we can follow the method of Knop et al., who used 1/*T*~1~ = 3/2π^2^*C*~Q~^2^τ~c~ to establish τ~c~.^[@ref68]^ The static ^14^N *C*~Q~ can be calculated using density functional theory (DFT), as we have done for MAPbI~3~ in our previous work.^[@ref57]^ Performing these calculations for the cell dimensions of the samples studied in this work, we obtain static *C*~Q~ values of 670 kHz for MA and 596 kHz for DMA. Using the equation above, this leads to τ~c~ = 1.24 ps for MA and 2.62 ps for DMA. Although the DMA ion reorients more slowly than the MA ion in this structure, it is clear that it is still very mobile, and both values are of the same order of magnitude as was established for the MA cation in MAPbI~3~.

For the application of MA~1--*x*~DMA~*x*~PbI~3~ in PV devices, the optical properties of the material are essential. For other mixed cation systems, the band gap shows changes with respect to MAPbI~3~.^[@ref75],[@ref76]^ To verify whether there are any changes in the optical properties upon DMA incorporation, reflection data for powders of up to 80:20 were obtained. The results of these measurements are shown in [Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}. For the 100:0, 95:5, and 90:10 powders, a similar curve is observed. However, for the 85:15 and 80:20 samples a small shift to higher energy occurs. The size of this shift is about +20 meV and is of the same order of magnitude as has been described for MA~1--*x*~DMA~*x*~PbBr~3~.^[@ref24]^ Note that the band gap of MAPbI~3~ is already a bit too high for the optimum efficiency of a single junction solar cell.^[@ref77]−[@ref79]^ The addition of DMA to the MAPbI~3~ structure is therefore detrimental to the PV efficiency if only band gap arguments are considered. However, given the small size of the shift, this is not significant.

![Reflection data for MA~1--*x*~DMA~*x*~PbI~3~ powder. Only data for the "black" materials are plotted (*x* ≤ 0.207).](ic9b03380_0007){#fig7}

Conclusions {#sec4}
===========

We have synthesized MA~1--*x*~DMA~*x*~PbI~3~ with 0 ≤ *x* ≤ 1. Adding a small amount of DMA to MAPbI~3~ (up to *x* = 0.20) lowers the phase-transition temperature from 55 to ∼10 °C and stabilizes the cubic phase at room temperature. The material has a 3D perovskite structure, with the MA and DMA ions distributed randomly over the cavities (the A sites) in the lattice. For *x* \> 0.72, a nonperovskite phase is formed, which is essentially DMAPbI~3~ with MA cations incorporated at the A site. For all levels of DMA in the precursors' solution, the resulting crystallized solid-state material was richer in DMA than the solution. This suggest that the formation energy of these mixed-ion materials is lower than that for pure MAPbI~3~ or DMAPbI~3~, which might be favorable to the thermodynamic stability of the materials. The high levels of incorporation of DMA or MA ions in MAPbI~3~ or DMAPbI~3~ demonstrates the flexibility of these materials when it comes to the incorporation of other organic cations.

Materials with intermediate mixtures of MA and DMA (0.20 \< *x* \< 0.72) cannot be produced, as neither the MAPbI~3~ nor the DMAPbI~3~ structure can accommodate these high levels of DMA and MA. Using ^14^N NMR relaxation experiments, the reorientation time of the MA and DMA cations in MA~0.8~DMA~0.2~PbI~3~ was established at 1.6 and 2.6 ps, respectively, which is slightly faster than in pure MAPbI~3~. The band gap of the perovskite phase is slightly increased by DMA incorporation, with a change of about +20 meV for the *x* = 0.20 sample.

The Supporting Information is available free of charge at [https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acs.inorgchem.9b03380](https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acs.inorgchem.9b03380?goto=supporting-info).Drawings of the crystal structures of MAPbI~3~ and DMAPbI~3~; ^1^H, ^13^C, ^207^Pb, and ^14^N saturation recovery measurements of MAPbI~3~, DMAPbI~3~, and DMA in MAPbI~3~; and variable-temperature ^14^N spectra used to generate [Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} ([PDF](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.inorgchem.9b03380/suppl_file/ic9b03380_si_001.pdf))
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